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Fabric Protector
Protect Fabrics from spills, staining & more

Item# CCPCG027

An Eco Responsible High Performance formula, to help protect fabrics from water and oil base spills,
even alcohol can’t penetrate. Most spills can quickly be wiped up without penetrating the fabric. Spills
don’t become hard-to-remove stains!
Once fabrics are treated; dirt, dust and even mud do not penetrate and are held loosely between the
treated fibers, making it far easier to vacuum away.

 Virtually odor free
 Trigger Spray application treats from 15-30 Square yards
 Repels and protects against water and oil based materials
 Spills don’t turn into stains
 NO listed hazardous materials/petroleum distillates

 UV absorber helps reduce color fadeout

Video on Fabric Protector http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1rjlrOEq6-I

Step1. If area to be treated is not new, clean it first and allow it to dry. This will remove residues built
up over long term and allow Fabric Protector to penetrate fabric fibers. We recommend using our
Multi Clean, it is part of the EPA Design for the Environment program, rated as a safer chemical and
is an excellent cleaner /stain remover.

Step2. Spray area to be treated (generally two light coats will provide better, longer lasting,
protection than one heavy one); ensure all surfaces are treated evenly.

Typical application is 1 to 2 ounces per square yard to evenly wet surface. Product cures under
ambient conditions, no heating or forced air drying necessary. Cure time for maximum protection to
develop is 24 hours. Product dries to touch within 1 to 2 hours depending on temperature and
humidity.

As with all fabric treatments, test first on an inconspicuous area for color fastness and compatibility.

Protect fabrics in vehicles, home or business. (seats, couches carpeting, curtains, clothing and shoes) .


